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dEvElopmEnT and compETiTivEnEss of  
small and mEdium EnTERpRisEs in KazaKhsTan

Development of small and mediumsized enterprise is the basis of any economy. The experience 
of developed countries shows that the creation and development of small and medium enterprise gives 
opportunity for economic recovery. Also it helps to form and develop a competitive environment and 
overcome sectoral and regional monopolies. Moreover, there is a saturation of the market in goods 
and service. It also can carry out demonopolization of the economy. Furthermore, through developing 
technological progress, the tangible and intangible resources can be used effectively. Also, it can lead 
to increase export potential of country and it can be foster to format the middle classes, which is one of 
the key factor of sustainable development of country. These benefits contribute to the fact that small and 
medium enterprise is an essential element of the market economy, attractive to hundreds of thousands 
of people. This article examines the current condition of the small and medium enterprises in Kazakhstan 
and its competitiveness. In addition, there was described contribution of Kazakhstani small and medium 
enterprises to gross domestic product of the country. The weakest indicators in Kazakhstani small and 
medium enterprises development are low rate of real annual sale growth, low share of companies ob
tained international certification, low share of companies using websites, low percentages of companies 
investing in research and development activities. As the main obstacles of running businesshigh tax 
rates, corruption and access to finance were determined. In the conclusion were provided the suggestion 
for raising the level of competitiveness of Kazakhstani small and medium enterprises.
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А.П. Жaйшы лық, Сюй Лифaн
Қaзaқстaн шaғын жә не ортa кә сіп кер лік тің бә се ке ге қaбі лет ті лі гі жә не дa муы

Шaғын жә не ортa кәсiпкерлiктің дaмуы кез кел ген эко но микaның не гі зі бо лып тaбылaды. 
Дaмығaн ел дер дің тә жі ри бе сіне сүйене кел сек, шaғын жә не ортa биз нес ті дaмы ту, ол эко но
микaлық aқуaлды қaлпынa кел ті ру ге мүм кін дік бе ре ді деп көр се те ді. Сондaйaқ, шaғын жә не ортa 
биз нес бә се ке ге қaбі лет ті ортaны қaлыптaсты руғa жә не сaлaлық пен өңір лік мо но по лиялaрды 
же ңу ге кө мек те се ді. Со ны мен қaтaр, тех никaлық прог ресс кү шейту aрқы лы мaте риaлдық жә
не мaте риaлдық емес ре су рстaрды тиім ді пaйдaлaнуғa болaды. Сондaйaқ, ел дің экс порт тық 
по тен циaлын aрт ты ру мен қaтaр, қоғaмдa ортa тaптaрдың қaлыптaсуынa сеп ті гін ти гі зе ді. Осы 
aтaлғaн фaкторлaр ел ді тұрaқты дaмуғa жaғдaй жaсaйды. Бұл мaқaлaдa Қaзaқстaнның шaғын жә
не ортa кә сі по рындaрдың қaзір гі жaғдaйы жә не оның бә се ке ге қaбі лет ті лі гі қaрaсты рылaды. Со
ны мен қaтaр, ел дің жaлпы іш кі өні мі нің қaзaқстaндық шaғын жә не ортa кә сі по рындaрдың үле
сі aнықтaлып, сипaттaлaды. Қaзaқстaндық шaғын жә не ортa кә сі по рындaрды дaмы ту ең әл сіз 
көр сет кіш те рі мынaлaр: нaқты жыл дық сaты лым ның өсу тө мен ді гі, хaлықaрaлық сер ти фикaтқa 
ие компa ниялaрдың үле сі нің тө мен ді гі, вебсaйт тaрды пaйдaлaнaтын компa ниялaрдың үле сі
нің тө мен ді гі, ғы лы мизерт теу ді дaмы тудaғы ин вес ти ция мөл ше рі нің aзды ғы бо лып тaбылaды.  
Шaғын жә не ортa кәсіп кер лік ті қaлыптaсты рудa не гіз гі ке дер гі лер дің бі рі – сaлық мөл ше рі нің 
жоғaры бо луы мен ел де жем қор лық тың өр шуі бо лып тaбылaды. Мaқaлaның қо ры тын ды сындa, 
қaзaқстaндық шaғын жә не ортa кә сі по рындaрдың бә се ке ге қaбі лет ті лі гін aрт ты ру үшін ұсы
ныстaр қaрaсты рылaды.

тү йін  сөз дер: шaғын жә не ортa кә сіп кер лік, бә се ке ге қaбі лет ті лік, мем ле кет тік қолдaу.
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рaзви тие и кон ку рен тос по соб ность мaло го и сред не го предп ри нимaтельствa в кaзaхстaне 

Рaзви тие мaло го и сред не го предп ри нимaтельствa яв ляет ся ос но вой лю бой эко но ми ки. Опыт 
рaзви тых стрaн покaзывaет, что создa ние и рaзви тие мaло го и сред не го биз несa дaет воз мож
нос ть для восстaнов ле ния эко но ми ки. Кро ме то го, онa по могaет фор ми ровaть и рaзвивaть кон
ку ре нт ную сре ду для преодо ле ния отрaсле вых и ре ги онaль ных мо но по лий. А тaкже проис хо
дит нaсы ще ние рынкa товaрaми и ус лугaми. Онa тaкже мо жет осу ще ств лять де мо но по лизaцию 
эко но ми ки. И здесь нуж но под черк нуть, что зa счет рaзви тия тех ни чес ко го прог рессa мaте
риaльные и немaте риaльные ре сур сы мо гут быть эф фек тив но ис поль зовaны. Кро ме то го, это 
мо жет при вес ти к уве ли че нию экс порт но го по тен циaлa стрaны и быть прием лемым для фор ми
ровa ния сред не го клaссa, ко то рый яв ляет ся од ним из клю че вых фaкто ров ус той чи во го рaзви тия 
стрaны. Эти преиму ще ствa спо со бс твуют то му, что мaлый и сред ний биз нес яв ляет ся од ним из 
вaжней ших эле мен тов ры ноч ной эко но ми ки, прив лекaтель ной для со тен ты сяч лю дей. В дaнной 
стaтье рaссмaтривaет ся те ку щее сос тоя ние мaло го и сред не го биз несa в Кaзaхстaне и ее кон
ку рен тос по соб нос ти. Кро ме то го, был описaн вклaд кaзaхстaнс ких мaлых и сред них предп рия
тий в вaло вой внут рен ний про дукт стрaны. Сaмые слaбые покaзaте ли в кaзaхстaнс ком рaзви тии 
мaлых и сред них предп рия тий – это низ кие тем пы реaльно го го до во го ростa продaжи, низкaя 
до ля компa ний, по лу чивших меж дунaрод ный сер ти фикат, низкaя до ля компa ний, ис поль зую щих 
вебсaйт ы, низ кий про цент компa ний, ин вес ти рующих в нaуч ноисс ле довaтельс ких и опыт но
конст рук торс кие рaботы. В кaчест ве ос нов ных пре пя тст вий ве де ния биз несa были определены 
вы со кие нaло го вые стaвки, кор руп ция и дос туп к финaнси ровa нию. В зaклю че ние бы ли пре
достaвле ны пред ло же ния от но си тель но по вы ше ния уров ня кон ку рен тос по соб нос ти кaзaхстaнс
ких мaлых и сред них предп рия тий.

клю че вые словa: мaлое и сред нее предп ри нимaтельст во, кон ку рен тос по соб ность, го судaрст
веннaя под держкa.

introduction 

Development of small and medium-sized 
enterprises recognized as the core of any economy. 
Without the development of small and medium 
enterprises is difficult to talk about the stability of 
the macroeconomic situation of country. This is 
why, since independence of Kazakhstan small and 
medium business has been identified as an important 
sector of the economy.

In Kazakhstan, the development of small and 
medium business is one of the priorities of state 
policy. Its successful implementation determines the 
further economic and political development of the 
country.

Further strengthening the business environment 
was given extraordinary attention in the Message 
President of Kazakhstan “New Kazakhstan in the 
new world” from March 28, 2007, which defines the 
successive steps to support SMEs.

The government of Kazakhstan recognized 
that diversification of industries is required to 
minimize the risks resulting from its excessively 
resource dependent economic structure. This 
means industrial diversification should be realized 
in order to achieve sustainable, stable and 
long-term economic development in Kazakhstan. 
Furthermore, these efforts should be pursued 

through the expansion and diversification of the 
SME sector. This is because in general, SMEs 
play a positive role in establishing the foundation 
for the stability of a nation’s economy, 
activating the development of the economy, 
expanding the export base, and advancing the 
industrial structure. The contribution of SMEs 
to Kazakhstan’s economy is very limited, and 
SMEs in Kazakhstan are not well developed.

This is way, Kazakhstan government is taking 
account to develop and support SMEs. For example, 
in the implementation of the Concept of Transition 
of Kazakhstan to Sustainable Development for 
the period of 2007-2024 particularly importance 
is placed on efficiency and sustainability of small 
businesses, the establishment with their participation 
of new economic relations, including the foreign 
economic relations, activation of the production and 
innovation [1]. 

experimental part
SMEs play a positive role in establishing the 

foundation for the stability of a national economy, 
activating the development of the economy, expanding 
the export base, and advancing the industrial structure. 
SMEs have played a fundamental role in the evolution 
of the economies of developed countries.

In 2015 the number of registered SME 
enterprises enlarged to 2.3%, and the total 
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number of SME had reached 1,756 thousand 
enterprises. Their shares to active enterprises are 
estimated to be 96.5% [2].

 The biggest growth among all sectors was 
registered in service, trade real estate and education. 
In 2015 dynamic of registered and active SMEs 
showed a positive growth tendency. Generally the 
dynamic of growth of SMEs was started from 2010. 

Table 1 shows the growth tendency for the last 10 
years [3]. If specifically say, the number of registered 
SME enterprises have grown to 123%, among these 
active registered SMEs accounted for 77% [4].

In absolute numbers, amount of registered 
SMEs has increased to 1242 thousand units in 2015 
compared to 2005, while the amount of active SMEs 
has extended to 735 thousand units[5].

According to the data from the Fund of 
entrepreneurial development DAMU in 2015 share 
of actively working SME to the number of registered 
have shown 56% [5]. 

result and discussion
Among active SME enterprises based on 

their legal forms, individual entrepreneurs 
predominated, which didn’t form legal entity 
but working as individual entrepreneurs 
instead: In 2015 total number of individual 
entrepreneurs was 670.2 thousand entities; 
agricultural farms around 158.6 thousand units, 
and legal enterprises 81.4 thousand units.  
In dynamics, active SMEs have shown general 
tendencies from the period of 2005 to 2015: 
• Number of individual entrepreneurs for the past 
10 years have raised up until 130%, which lead to a 
notable change in structure of active SME: Growth 
of individual entrepreneurs have risen from 58.6% 
in 2005 to 80% in 2015 [6].

 However, as the result rising in the amount of 
individual entrepreneurs, share of the agricultural 
farms among active SMEs has declined, as in 2005 
it was 30.9%, in 2015 it had dropped to 17.5% [7].

According to analysis of population 
involved in SME is portraying significance of 
the entrepreneurship in solving problems with 
unemployment. The amount of population working 

Source: Fund of entrepreneurial development «Damu», www.damu.kz

at SMEs as of the second period 2015 had increased 
33% of total employed population. Dynamics of 
this index in the period of 2005 to 2015 shows a 
positive growth. The amount of people working 
at SMEs had grown by 6.3% compared to 2005.In 
absolute terms, the amount of workplaces in SME 
sector had been increased to 898 thousand. In 2015, 
employment rate in SME sector had raised to 140 
thousand people [8].

Total number of SME has grown up until 49.7%. 
Share of SMEs in respect to active SME as of 2005 
have declined on 1.7% and in 2015 on 8.9% [8]. 

In Kazakhstan the biggest part of active 
enterprises of SME are involved in trade (41%) and 
in farming (26%). According to the data of 2015 
the share of active enterprises of SMEs in trade 
increased by 9% and in farming decreased by 6%. 
There are 8% of active subjects of SMEs in transport 
and communication, and 4% in engineering and 
industry [9].

Thus, through analyzing of SMES structure by 
sector reveals that active subjects’ quantity does not 
show the positive tendency for national economy 
diversification. The history of private enterprises in 
Kazakhstan is shorter than 25 years, the majority of 
enterprisers started working in trade and services 
which is described by low risk and less amount of 
initial capital [10]. 
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The engagement of SMEs in transport 
and communication might solve the economic 
problem of GDP growth by increasing production. 
Development and normal functioning of the business 
sector is closely related to funding, the main source 
of working capital. Financing reduction of private 
businesses leads to reduction of the rate of GDP 
growth. State support of the priority sectors of the 
economy does not allow the portfolio reduction and 
even leads to increase of its size in such sectors as 
industry, transport, communication and services.

Private enterprise is the “forceful engine 
of development” of economical processes and 
sustainable development in most developed 
countries. Feature of SMEs are creation and 
implementation of innovation, which become a 
main key factor of competition in the world market. 
For example, in the EU, U.S., Japan the share of 
innovative enterprises is about 40% of the total 
number of SME companies. Comparative analysis 

of the development of the SME sector in Kazakhstan 
and other countries demonstrates a noticeable lag 
in contribution of SME to GDP and employment 
of our country. In the EU countries there are over 
20 million businesses, in China there are about 40 
million SMEs, while in Kazakhstan - twenty times 
less [11].

One of the most key issues of development of 
business units are as follows.

Lack of monitoring and control of the state to 
assess the effectiveness of government support 
measures for SME has led to the emergence of a 
large variety of forms of support and poor ability to 
track the results of their implementation in practice.

The problems that reduce the effectiveness of 
instruments of financial support for SMEs: high 
lending interest rates, lack of business start-up 
funding, as well as other forms of support, except 
for the collateral in lending to SMEs, inefficient 
operations and high interest rates of the ICE [13].

Source: http://www.stat.gov.kz

Source by: Fund of entrepreneurial development “Damu,” www.damu.kz
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The administrative barriers still have a 
significant pressure on the business. Because of 
the inconsistency of the measures carried out by 
government agencies virtually no reduction of 
permits and licenses, risk assessment system is 
working efficiently enough. There is no mechanism 
for identifying and setting the loss of redundant and 
inefficient administrative procedures, as well as 
their monitoring and effectiveness.

There are systemic weaknesses in the 
organization of regional technology parks and 
business incubators: specifically, the problems 
related to business education, the formation of 
capital, the creation of infrastructure and production 
facilities, the lack of the use of intellectual property 
in the form of a contribution to the authorized 
capital and the lack of safeguards to protect the 
interests of universities and research organizations 
in the parks.

In general, as shown by business surveys, the 
main barriers to the creation of new and development 
of existing small innovative firms are associated 
with funding and staffing problems.

conclusion and recommendation

Kazakhstan’s economy is growing in unstable 
dynamics and is still oriented on the raw materials. 
In times of stagnation of economic growth, caused 
by fluctuations on raw materials markets, further 
integration of economic reforms makes it possible 
to transform the economy to a competitive and 
innovative one.

 In order to realize these opportunities it is 
important to development of SMEs, to set innovation 
goals, formulate institutional terms, and mobilize 
innovative potential for successful transformation. 
Summarizing the analysis of SME conditions in 
Kazakhstan, it can be concluded that:

1. Improvement of economic relations of SMEs 
in production with the purpose of ensuring their 
competitiveness in the global market.

2. Both state and market price regulation on 
products of small and medium size businesses with 
the goal to raise demand among the population and 

increase competitiveness of local businesses both on 
the domestic and foreign markets.

3. Implementation of the guaranteed minimum 
prices system, which can provide the sufficient level 
of profitability for small businesses.

4. Tax concession exemption for small 
businesses, which invest in the priority industries 
or are committed to the sustainable development 
principle observing ecological standards.

5. Moderate protectionist policy of SMEs advocacy.
6. Growth of small businesses’ investment 

attractiveness, various privileges implementation, 
which promote re-equipment of material and 
technical base of small businesses.

7. Control over export and import turnover of the 
main strategic items produced by small businesses.

8. The priority industries reconstruction and 
development by means of special-purpose programs 
to make it possible for small businesses to take the 
largest part of market share.

9. Direct financing of the SMEs investment 
projects by the government.

10. The regional franchising pattern (when a 
parent enterprise deals with the certain territory) 
fits enterprises of Kazakhstan. The main franchising 
for this region is involved in division of payment 
and fees for common advertising fund. Also it pays 
license and advertising fees direct to the parent 
franchising company. It’s necessary to change 
current law regarding the issues of franchising 
activity registration. In European countries the 
franchising registration is performed by the franchise 
buyer, while in Kazakhstan it is performed by the 
buyer. It is necessary to formalize in legislation 
the liability for unauthorized use and copying of 
trademarks and brands, because it undermines the 
general development tendency in Kazakhstan.

12. From observation there is poor infrastructure 
which is hindering the development of SMEs. This 
is why, government should take account in its policy 
improvement of infrastructure.

13. Also, SMEs are facing lack of innovative 
strategy in their development. Every SMEs should 
develop their research and development and improve 
their marketing skills. 
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